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TOSWELL

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 20, 1909

VOLUME 7.

THE TARIFF
Washington, D. C, ;May 20. Severe
sugar trust
ly arraigning the
and urging a material reduction in the
duty on refined sugar, Mr. Clay of
Georgia yesterday afternoon discussed
at great length the various phases of
the (beet and cane sugar industries.
He argued that the consumer is discri
ruinated against in ifavor of the American Refining Company and that the
sugar grower gets no Ibenefit of the dif
fererrtial between the duties on raw
and refined sugar. iHe criticised most
severely the manner in which the sugar schedule of the Payne hill was
so-calle- d

framed.

Contending that the American Sugar Refining Company owns the principal refineries in the United States
and Is almost without competition in
refining sugar, Mr. Clay declared that
the duty on refined sugar 'almost prohibits the importation of foreign sugar into ths country. He said that
the (beet grower and the cane grower
of sugar iboth are compelled to sell
to the sugar trust at the price which
It fixes.
Comparing

We must remember that
sugar is an important article of food
daily consumed 'by every man, woman
and child In the country."
Saying that the American working
man, during the last few years has
had a hard time to earn a living, Mr.
Clay depreciated the fact that the duty
on refined sugar remained in the
Payne bill substantially the same as
it is in the Dlragley law. He said that
the sugar trust had no representative
:before the tariff framing committees
of either the House or the Senate and
added "Judging from the treatment
which the sugar trust has received,
this corporation needed no representative before either committee.
Taking into account the reciprocity
and duty on raw sugar from Cuba,
the reduced duty on (Philippine sugar
and the free sugar from the Hawaiian
Islands and Porto Rico under the Ding
ley law, Mr. Clay declared that the
arverage tariff duty paid on sugar by
the sugar trust amounts to 1.04 cents
per pound instead of (being l.58 cents
per (hundred. He aid that the differential of .215 per hundred pounds on
refined sugar should be tadded to the
average duty of 1.04 cents per hundred
instead of to 1.605 cents as Is done
in the Payne bill.
He said the sugar growers of Cuba,
Porto Rico, the Philippines, or the Hawaiian Islands or the consumers in tihe
United States received no Ibenefit from
the concessions made in tihe duty on
raw sugar from those Islands. Mr!
Clay declared that the price of refined sugar was not reduced because of
the redactions in the rates on raw suof America.

CLAY ON

0

the wiholesale price

of

granulated sugar in Hamburg and in
New York, which he said was 2.31 ots.
per pound cheaper in Hamburg, Mr.
Clay 'figured that the American consumer pays a difference of $136,080,000
for Its refined sugar. Of this, he said
the government gets $53,000,000 in
customs duties, while he said the sugar trust gets the other $63,000,000.
The American consumers of sugar
have paid to the American Sugar Refining Company, commonly called the
milSugar Trust, at least
lions per year in profit, said Mr. Clay,
amounting in (twelve years to
The American people are not
eware of the fact that if the sugar
we import came into this country free
of any duty, both raw and refined, the
cost of' sugar to the American consumer would ibe reduced nearly
I am not insisting that both
refined and raw, or either, should
come to this country free of duty, but
there ought to ibe a substantial reduction over the rates fixed in the Ding-lelaw.
Replying to the argument that sugar is a great revenue producer, Mr.
Olay desired to know why one of the
necessities of life, used iby the American people should be taken and its
f
cost increased to the consumer,
when, he contended, the amount
of the revenue now produced .by sugar
could easily be supplied Iby an income
tax.
"Let us give to 'tihe American people cheap sugar," continued Mr. Clay,
"Let us grasp the sugar trust by the
throat and strangle it to death, and
keep in view the interest, the happiness, and welfare of 'the plain people
.fifty-fiv-

e

$660,-000,00-

0.
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y
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Reiterating that the American Sugar Refining Company commonly called the sugar trust, Mr. Clay declared,
PboMs 65 and 44.
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this trust has constantly

violated

criminal and civil laws of our
country. It is inoaiiscionable and has
continually robbed the American peo
ple since its organization. Instead
of knocking at the door of Congress
seeking to increase its fortunes at the
expense of the masses of the people
by reason of faworalble legislation its
officers and those- - directing and con
trolling its formation and operation
ought to 'be at the Ibar of .the criminal
courts on trial for most serious criminal offenses, and instead of enjoying
weaKh, they deserve
their
to ibe serving long .term in our feder
' "
al prisons."
Mr. Olay reviewed tfhe establishment
sugar trust which was
of the
formed he said in 1887 Iby the consoli
dation of twenty of the leading refineries. While the actual value of Ahe
property of the trust "was not greater
than $10,000,000 according to Mr. Clay
the sugar trust stocked the company
at $50,000,000,000. He said that the
concessions in the duty on raw sugar
from tihe Hawaiian 'Islands. Porto Ri
co. Cuba and the Philippine Islands
during the test ten years amounted to
S212.220.773 of which he said, the
Treasury of the United States or the
fboth

so-call-ed

Real Estate Bargains
80 acres Fine Hondo soil 6
miles from Roswell. Finest
Corn Jand in Pecos Valley; Artesian Water Guaranteed.
A snap at $3200.00,
cash,
long time on the balance at 8
per cent.

American people 'had received no 'bene

fit, "The most grasping and uncon- scionaTole trust to be (found anywhere
Is the American Sugar Refining Com

20 acres Two miles from pany"
Mr. Clay, "Commonly call
town. 5 acres alfalfa, 10 ed the add
'Sugar Trust.' The steel trust
acres orchard. Artesian well and the Standard OIL in point of dishonesty and unscruputauB conduct, are
and ditch right WV11 improv- suckling
babes in comparison witb the
ed.
5 room residence, lot 50x198
well improved, water, sewer,
bluegrass, and sidewalks, for

$2250.00. Terms to suit

pur-chase-

r.

6 room residence, property
well improved, water and se er

at $2500.00

cash, balance
one and two years at 8 per
cent.
-

6 lots, south front, water
and sewer; good locality. Get
the price on t hese lots. cash,
balance in monthly payments.

1.
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North Main.

Bugar Trust."
Mr. CVay reviewed the various
cases and claims of the government
pending against the sugar .trust. Of
ficials representing the government.
who have made an investigation into
these fraudulent transaction, he con
tinued, "believe that the American Su
gar Refining Company bas robbed the
Treasury of more than $9,000,000 Just
ly due the treasury. It deserves no
mercy at the bands of congress. The
criminal and civil Jaws ought to be rig
against it, and the
orously
best way to destroy it is to give it
healthy foreign competition.'
-

"If the Sugar Trust can find a de
fender on the floor of the Senate, then
we have reached a condition of affairs
most deplorable. If we are to contin
ue to legislate millions of profits into
the pockets of this class of men at the
expense of the American people, then
let us adopt the sugar schedule pro
vided by the finance committee of the
Senate. In concluding Mr. Clay declared that the Payne tariff WH will
give no substantial relief to the Am
erican people.'"
to Cruse. He does
Take vour none
right. them
tl

n

NUMBER 68

ing (by tiie Hon. (Mr. Jaffa, who was
introduced by Col. Wlllson. Mr. Jaffa
spoke first of bis long affiliation witb
the Institute and bis love for tbe
school and. its students. He then talked
the early history of the Institute, and its struggles for mere existence complimenting Col. Goss, organiser of (the school, and Capt. Lea
who secured for it Territorial recognition, and Col. Wlllson, who has ibuilt
The graduating exercises of the it up until, it now stand's first as an Lake Mohonk, N. Y., May 19. The
New Mexico Military Institute were educational institution in New Mexi-ic- Lake Mohonk Conference on Interna
held tat Gymnasium iHaU at the Insti
and sixth in the United States as tional Arbitration opened today. Nich
tute last night, the large auditorium a military 'academy. IHe spoke of tbe olas Murray Butler, President of Col
'being well filled "With tbe cadets and plans that have matured and are yet umbia University, and President of
the friends of the school who came to be" realized tbat tbe institute and the American Branch of the Associa
out to see the presentation of diplo showed throughout bis address that tion for International Conciliation, pre
mas to tbe graduates, and bear the he was thoroughly in touch with the sided. In his opening address Presi- address of the evening, given Iby Hon. school, from start to finish His of - ient Butler referred to the progress
Nabtaa Jaffa, Secretary of the Terri flee as President of the 'Board of Re- toward universal peace made by the
tory. Fourteen diplomas were issued gents which he held from the first or- Second Hague Conference, tout deplorat this conMnenceanent, thirteen being ganization of the board until two years ed what he described as present-dagiven out last night and one being ago w ben be moved to Santa Fe, had emotional insanity which resulted in
mailed to C A. Rowley, who left the given him a. thorough knowledge of war talk. The speaker cited the
school last March ' on appointment nis subject, and he was undoubtedly J tude of England towards Germany as
an instance of. unwarranted jealousy
from Arizona to West Point, where the man for the place last night.
he was accepted without further prePassing from, the historical part of and declared that no adequate ground
paration on bis Military Institute his address, Mr. Jaffa took up ithe for British suspicious toward Germany
grades.
class itself, seated in the front row had 'been given iby any responsible
The gymnasium looked "attractive Just beneath the rostrum. He advised person. He continued:
"The interative application of the dis
last night in the decorations that had them in the affairs of life in a manner
been installed for tbe final ball on that inspired every bearer. He told coveries of theoretical science to inthe night (before. The front of the them what success means, and .then dustrial processes has made Germany
auditorium had .Ibsen comporte- d- into pointed out the way as clear as day-- in a sense, the world's chief teacher
an immense, platforfri, iwjtla rostrum. how this success can Ibe secured (by ev in its great international school of inPalms and ferns were utilised in mak ery young 'man, and told them that dustry and commerce. With this over
ing the platform more beautiful, and any step to the right or left of the sea trade expansion has gone the build
here were seated tbe officers and mem right way., will detract Just fhat much ing of a German navy, it appears to
bers of the faculty of. the school, mem from the success they bope to attain. ibe the building of this navy which has
bers of .the board of regents and the And the way Mr. Jaffa spoke made ev so roused the passions of the English
speaker of the evening, Mr. Jaffa, and ery young man in the bouse listen and people. For the moment iwe are not
paradox that
the representative of Territorial mili everyone listening was convinced. In treated to tihe
tary authority,. Adjutant General R. A.' conclusion he congratulated them up the larger a nation's navy the less like
Ford, all in full dress, either mllitaryfl on ithe fine start they had made and ly it is to be used in combat and
or regular erven ing attire, and making fbid .them
and the more certain is tihe peace of
a distinguished appearing body of
After,, a medley by the 'band, Adju the world. The old Adam asserts him
men.
tant Ford delivered the commissions self long enough to complain, in this
The opening number was an over- - from Governor George Curry. The case at least, that if a navy is ibuilding
tur of national melodies Iby the cadet honors went to Theodore Sutherland in Germany it must (be intended for of
band, following which the invocation and Robert C. Dow, each receiving a fensive use ; and against whom could
was given by Dr. George Fowler, commission as second lieutenant in the Germans possibly intend to use a
navy except against England?- - Their
this was followed by the reading of the National Guard of New Mexico.
announcements neighbors, the French and the Rusdistinctions by Capt. L. M. Peele, of
In making his
the ifaculty. This list consisted of the Col. Wdilson stated that during the sians they could readily, and with less
names of all cadets who had made a coming" summer the old, original 'build risk, overrun 'with their gTeat army.
grade of 85 per cent, or over on differ- ing of the Institute, which in the past The United States is too far away to
ent studies during the year, and the served all purposes, would .be remod- enter into the profolem as a factor of
study or studies in which tbe ' grade eled this summer and be used only as any real importance. Therefore, the
was made. It was quite lengthy, an academic hall hereafter. It is Inference is drawn that the navy must
which goes to show the many-- high named Lea Hall in honor of the late ibe intended for an attack uipon Eng
grades. Twon iby the cadets.
Captain Joseph C. Lea. The new bniM land. It is worth while noting that,
Then was given by Geoffrey, O; ;Mc-- ing bas (been naimed Hiagerman Bar on this, theory, the German navy now
H.. J. building appears to ibe the first mod
Crotvan, Jr., the' valedictory address J racks, in honor of
Taking as his subject the union ofj Hagerman, who .had an active part in ern navy intended for military uses.
all nations of the earth, tbe speaker; securing the appropriation that made It alone of all the world's navies, how
.ve a splendid argument in favor the (building possible.
The hopes of ever large, however, costly, is not a
of such a movement as a means of o"br the Institute are that soon Jaffa .Bar messenger of peace.
"One must need ask. t'hen, what rea
talning universal peace. In his line racks will be fbuilt, the name to (be in
son is to be found in the nature of the
of argument be gave .the history of the honor of Nathan Jaffa.
Col. w. S. Barlow then made tbe an German people, in the declarations of
civilization of a nation, tbe growth of
society and tbe spread of tbe Influence nouncements connected with the mili- their responsible rulers, or in the poliof international bonds, and showed tary phase of the school, giving a list tical relations 'between Germany and
how the fworM has become more close of cadets who bad won honorable any other nation, for the (belief that
ly united every time any internation mention in the military work and stat- the German navy alone, among all
al movement Is started. He spoke of ing that" to Henry Boyce, of the third modern navies, is Ibuilding for a war
such international Ibonds as the pos class ,and J. V. Ryan, of B class bad like purpose? Those of who fee.1 that
tal service of the world. Christian mis jbeen awarded the two scholarships the (business of navy Ibuilding is toeing
sions, etc., and proved his theory in that are annually given for the highest greatly oiverdone, and that it cannot
was a general average. Cadet C C. Fraley for a moment ibe reconciled
with
several ways:, 'The address
splendid preparation. ' It was logical made the highest average this year, sound pulb'lic .policy, or witlh the in
and forceful and' dealt with a subject (but as he won a scholarship last year, creasingly insistent demand for social
that bas of late received considerable he was not given the prize again. The Improvements and reforms, may well
attention amcmg.ithe mtJaiifegt thinkers scholarship is in material value, wish that the German navajl program
were much more restricted than it is.
of tbe work. K was weM handled on worth $100.00.
"speaker's deliv
The .program concluded with music But, waiving that 'point for the mo
this occasion and
ery was splendid. '' ' " ' '
by the band and benediction Iby Dr. ment, what ground is .there for the
suspicion which is so widespread in
The cadet Swad ""Shea gave sa selec Fowler.
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hearty applause, after iwhich Col. J.
Have your abstracts examined and
W. Wilson delivered the diplomas in bonded by the Bonded Abstract & Se
sutt
curity Co., Oklahoma biock.
following order:
o
G. O. McCrohan, Texas.
T. F. Cazler writes from Courtland,
E. L. Overbolser," iMissouri.
A. T. that he has finished his big rail
W. B. Dunn, Texas.
road contract there and is snipping his
R. C. Dow, New Mexico.
outfit to Tularosa, N. M., where be has
T. R. Stains,. New Mexico.
another contract. tHe iwill toe in RosT. J. Sutherland. 'New Mexico.
well for a short visit soon.
M. P. Session, New Mexico.
J. G. Lucas, New Mexico.
Everyone buys the "Post of Jack
W. P. Lucas, iNew Mexico.
300 copies last week and 500 this week
W. A. Gihnore, Texas.
fp65tf
Get the habit."
H. E. Robertson New .Mexico. ;
G. R. "Wells, Texas.
Elks Saturday Night.
J. F. McMurray, Jr., Oklahoma.
Is
Notice
here
C. A. Rowley, Arizona.
by given that there
Then came the address- of the even
will be a special
meeting of Roswell
.
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Lodge, No. 969, B.
P. O. Elks, on Sat
urday night, May

9
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If it does, 'borne .raised meats
will pick up a little, not much
If it doesn't vain. well you know
what you can just keep on us- ing those good corn fattened
.meats, veal. - beef, pork and
lasnfb, we are (getting from Texas
overy week notbing like them,
always good and wholesome. T.
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Market Quality Always.
Telephone No. 225.

for the initiation
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67t2
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Germany, and for the
England
Imputation to Germany of evil inten
tions toward England? Speaking for
myself, and making full use of such
opportunities for accurate information
I have enjoyed, I say with the ut
most emphasis and with entire sincerity that I do not Ibelieve rthere is any
ground whatever for those suspicions
or for those imputations.
But, says the dbjector, England is
island nation.
Unless she com
mands the sea absolutely her national
existence is in danger; any strong na
vy in unfriendly hands threatens her
safety. That formula has been repeat
ed so often that almost everybody believes it. There was a .time when it
.was probaikly and with limits true. It
is no longer true, and has not .been
true for some ithne (past. In the first
place, national existence no longer de
pends upon military and naval force.
Italy is safe; so are Holland and Por
tugal, .Mexico and Canada. Then the
possibilities of aerial navigation alone
with the resulting power of destroying
a population huddled (beneath a mons
ter travelling through the air and willing to risk its own existence and the
lives of its occupants for the opportu
nity to inflict a vital injury upon ano
ther people, to say nothing of the en
ginery of electricity, have changed
the significance of the word "island.'
"The greatest present Obstacle to
the limitation of the armaments under
the weight of which the world .is stag
gering toward bankruptcy; the great
est obstacle to carrying forward those
social and economic reforms for which
every nation is crying out, that its
population may ibe (better housed, the
public ..health more completely protected,- and the iburden of unemployment
g
lifted from the backs of the
classes, appears to me to (be
the insistence iby England on what

in every nation where the patriotism
and good sense of the people do not
put a stop to this modern form of
madness.

"It is tbe plain duty of the friends

of Iboth England and Germany and
what
man is not the
warm friend and admirer of iboth these
splendid people? to exert every possible influence to promote a better understanding of each of these people
by the other, a fuller appreciation of
the services of each to modern civilization, and to point out the folly, not
to speak of the wickedness, of permitting the seeds of discord to .be
sown 'between .them iby any element in
the population of either. . . .
"The aim of the rational and ptac-ticaible activity for the permanent es
tablishment of the world's 'peace, and
for the promotion of justice, is and
must always ibe the education of the
world's puiblic opinion. Governments,
however (popular and however powerful, have ceased to dominate; every
where puiblic opinion dominates gov
ernments. As never 'before puiblic
opinion is concerning itself with the
solution of grave economic and, social
questions which must Ibe solved aright
if the great masses of the world's pop
ulation are to share comforts and hap
piness. A nation s credit means the
general belief in its ability to pay in
the future. That nation which persist
ently turns away from the consideration of those economic and social ques
tions upon which the productive power of its population must in Jat resort
depend, limits and eventually destroys
its own credit. That nation which In
sists, in response to cries more or less
inarticulate and to formulas more o
less outworn, upon spending the trwis-urtaken from its population In taxes
upon useless and wasteful armaments
hastens its day of doom, for It impairs
its credit or ultimate Iborrowing capacity in a domble way. It not only ex
pends unproduoti'vely and wastettilly
vast sums of the nation's taxes, but
it substitutes this unproductive and
wasteful expenditure for an expendi
ture of equal amount, which might
well ibe (both productive and uplifting.
The alternative to press upon the at
tention of mankind is that of huge ar
maments or social and economic im
provement.
The world cannot have
both. There is a limit to man's capacity to yield up taxes for public use.
Economic consumption is now heavily
everywhere.
Accumulated
taxed
wealth is 'being sought out In Its hid
ing places, and is constantly being
loaded with a heavier iburden. All this
cannot go on forever. The world must
choose between pinning its faith to
the symibols of a splendid barfbarism
and devoting its energies to the tasks
of an enlightened civilization."
right-minde-

e
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MR. DIETRICK AND
MISS NORTHAM

MARRIED.

Burke B. Dietrick and 'Miss Alta
Mae Northam were married at nine
o'clock last night, their wedding oc
curring at the home of 'Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Miller on east Fifth street. Elder C. C. Hill performed the ceremony
in the presence of two dozen friends
of the young people and ibeing followed iby a reception. The couple have
taken rooms on North Pecos avenue,
tout will later Ibuild a home in Ros
well. The ibride came here last Octo-ibe- r
from Monet, Mo., and the groom
from Anadarko, Okla., a year and a
half ago. Mr. Dietrick is in the real
estate business and has made a wide
acquaintance and many friend3 since
his coming to the valley. All wish
the couple success and happiness.
o
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U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report Observation Taken at
6:00 a. m.)
iRoswell ,N. M., May 20. Temperature, max. 86; min. 56; mean 71. Precipitation in inches and hundredths,
trace. Wind, dir. N.; veloc. 5. Wea-

ther, clear.

Forecast for Roswell and Vicinity:
and Friday partly cloudy
with local showers, stationary tempTo-nig- ht

erature.

Comparative temperature, data, Roa
well. Extremes this date 'last year,
max. 91; min. 60. Extremes this date
15 years' record, max. 95, 1896; min.
45, 1902.
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of all customers
who visit oar
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Don't let that new county court $100,000 in order to save $15,000 a
clear loss of $85,000.
house project drop.
ROSWELL. SEED CO.
Teddy Is undoubtedly having the
time of his life, literally wading In
Transfers of Real Estate.
gore.
Asa Dickey to Roswell Realty & Investment Co., NW quarter SW quarHenry 11. Rogers, who died yester- ter
$10.
day, has (been regarded as the
Dickey
to Roswell Realty & InAsa
oX the Standard OH Co.,
Co., Lot 19 Military Heights
vestment
whether Justly so or not. At leas he $1.00.
Is was undoubtedly one of the leadAsa Dickey to Roswell Realty and
ers If not the (brains of the entire or- Investment
Co., Lots 3 to 20 Inclusive,
ganization, and his loss will be severe Block 1, lots 1 to 20 inclusive, except
ly felt .by It.
Chairman Atkinson of the board of
County Commissioners is In receipt of
a letter regarding the issuing of bonds
for the purpose of erecting a new
court house. This letter shows the
high financial standing of the county
and the eagerness with which its
bonds would be purchased. The letter says the firm writing it has heard
that Chaves county has been offered
Everything Used in an
103
for fronds to 'the amount of
$125,000 and asks for a chance to bid
(or these bonds as they are prepared
to make a better offer than this one.
This shows the result of careful and
Payton Drug, Book
honest county government.
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FLIES.

the man who first invented screens, and God pity the man who
is too Indolent or Indifferent to place
them "between his family and the
spreaders of deadly disease. There Is
absolutely no excuse for the man or
woman whose place of habitation
swarms with flies and whines with the
voices of mosquitoes. They can be
kept out. and 25c spent in keeping
them out is equivalent to keeping out
a dootor who would cost $25 or possl-Iblto keeping out a much less welcome visitor.
While to screen a room is an easy
and cheap task to perform, there are
other means of keeping the Insects
out. Cleanliness has much to do with
r
It. Then there are the usual
and lotions. A way to kill flies is
lounu in ioe louowiug presvriiri.iliis;
It is Important that the agency used
to kill flies that get into your home be
or not dangerous to human ibeings,. Especially is this true
in homes where there are children. A
7 per cent solution of (bichromate of
potassium made up with water and
sweetened with sugar, and placed in
shallow dishes throughout the house,
4lfA.
1
411 Vttl
1U
111CT9 An4
IU11 ItllV
dUU .111 Ut.
Will
the children should they get hold of It
This Is cheap and may he obtained at
any drug store. A 2 per cent solution
of cobalt chloride may be used. It is
but Is more expensive
and hard to obtain.
Spraying ponds of water with kerosene will destroy the larvae of
and used In the same way In
garbage boxes will destroy the larvae
of flies.
The one task Is to protect the health
and save the lives of those dependent
upon one for such protection. This
duty is the more Imperative seeing
that the means of defense are so cheap
and so easily applied.
God bless
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stick-pape-

non-poisono-

1

myth. The date of the Mecklenburg
$3,500.
declaration is given as May 20, 1775
Carrie L. Wells et oix et als. to E. and since 1825 the people of North
M. Fisher part of lots 8 and 9 block 2, Carolina have heen Observing tibe day
$1,050.
This afternoon at 5:30 the President
Charles DeFreest (to Roswell Or- will deliver an address to the colored
chard Co., E half sec. 27, W half sec. people.

lot 2. in Block 2, Dickey's Redlvision,

o

$6,400.

4,

Minnie L. Bowman, et vlr to T. S. FAST FRISCO TRAIN GOES INTO
Lawing SE quarter SE quarter sec. 29
DITCH: 1 KILLED, 7 HURT.
Vinita, Okla., May 20. "The Me
N half NE quarter N half NE quarter
32
teor," the fast passenger train on the
$300.
Oliver A. Bowman to T. S. Lawing Frisco road, east bound, was derailed
SE quarter SE quarter, 29 N half NW at midnight last night, 22 miles west
quarter N half NE quarter, SE quarter of here. The train was rounding
curve at a high rate of speed when
SE quarter,
$1.00
Ella Lea Bedell et vir to W. T. Par- two mall oars, the (baggage car and
an ordinary coach went into the ditch
lor lot 28 Lea's subd. $1.00.
J. U. Rice et ux to R. E. Carter, lota A man stealing a ride on the iblind
1 2 and 3, block 18 South land Add. to ibaggage was killed and seven passen
gers in the coaoh were seriously in
Roswell $1,500.
Jured.
o
Memorial Day Proclamation
Pursuant to custom and in honor of MEXICAN REVOLUTIONISTS
the soldiers, living and dead, of the
CONVICTED IN FEDERAL-COURTombstone, Ariz., May 20. Magon
North and of the South, who served in
the Civil war, I George Curry, Gover- - Vilarreal and Rivera, the three Mex- 12-2- 6,

6,

Vi4--

non-poisono-

mos-qultl-

es

Ullery Furniture Co,
Ambulance Service.
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We Carry
Douglas Chocolates
Finest in the Land
We Make Our Own

."

ICE CREAM
We Know Its Good

KIPLING'S

Charlotte, N. C May 20. The presence of President Taft at Charlotte
today lent notable interest to the annual celebration of the signing of the
Mecklenburg declaration of independence, which, it is claimed, was the
first step towards the liberty of the
American colonists. The Mecklenburg
declaration has long been the subject
of stubborn controversy. It Is declared Iby Its supporters to have antedated
the famous declaration of July 4, 1776
and has also been denounced as a
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Abdul Hamld.

The Hew Sultan.
The Turkish law provides that the
oldest living' son of a sultan, whether
that sultan be the relgnlag one or a
predecessor, shall be the heir presumptive to the throne. This provision
made Mohammed Rechad Effendi, the
half brother of Abdul Hamid II., the
first in the line of succession and
Yusuf ' Izzedtne Effendi, the son of
another sultan, Abdul Aziz, the second
In line of succession. - Rechad Effendi,
who takes the title of Mohammed V.,
Is two years younger than Abdul Ha-

mld, having been born at Constantinople on Nov. 3, 1844. Under the Turkish
law the heir apparent is a virtual pris
oner in his palace, .and under the
machinations of Abdul Hamid and his
Jealousy . Rechad was literally so.
His visitors at his former home in the
Cheraghan palace were searched as
tbey entered and again as they
left the palace, he was not allowed
to venture abroad without being ac
companied by a strong troop, his
palace was filled with spies, and
from 1902 till the revolution of last
July be was more closely watched
than ever. From the beginning he
sided with the Young Turk party, and
after its success the deposed saltan received his brother most cordially in the
palace, the first time he had ever done
so. This was m last August.
Unlike Abdul Hamid, who has a face
aa repulsive as his character, Rechad,
or, as he is now known, Mohammed V..
Is one of the handsomest men in Constantinople.' ' He Is also very popular.
Only a 'few have had the chance to
know him owing to the espionage be
was formerly under, but these few
found him courteous, humane, well informed and progressive. He has kept
thoroughly abreast of current politics
not only in Turkey, bat throughout the
world. He is a good farmer. He has
also been a general in the Ottoman
army and was liked by the troops. Rechad is said to resemble his father,
who was a practical reformer and one
of the most popular saltans la modern
Turkish history.
.

Undertakers and Embalmers

nor of the Territory of New Mexico lean revolutionists convicted in the
SMUDGE POTS SAVED
do hereby designate Monday May 21, Federal court of violating the neutral
APPLES FOR HAGERMAN. 1909 as Memorial Day and a legal ho- ity laws in directing an armed expe
liday in the Territory of New Mexico. dition Into Mexico, were sentenced
Editor Record:
To the soldiers of the Civil War is this imorning to eighteen months each
In the report we handed you last
country Indefbted for the peace in the territorial prison. ' The court
this
the
of
concerning
condition
week
the
safety
and
it enjoys, as well as for j stated that inasmuch as the Jury recapple crop we did not Include the J.
mercy no fine would 'be
J. Hagerman orchards from the fact the proud position it aeeupies among ommended
Imposed.
to
Notice
world;
nations
of
the
the
and
these
of appeal was filed
report
we
their
not
receive
did
that
is due the nation's deepest and a strong effort will he made to se
until after our report was published. soldiers
gratitude.
cure a new trial.
Mr. Hagerman reports 21,000 trees.
Meon
Therefore,
recommend
I
that
Sixty acres were protected (by the
suspend BREAD STRIKE IN NEW YORK
Smudge pots. A full crop is reported morial day, New Mexicans
work, as far as
usual
routine
their
of
- DISTRESS
r CAUSES GREAT
per
on
25
cent
acres
60
and
on this
practicable; that they Join with the
New York, May 20. The etosin;
the remainder of the orchard.
patriotic societies In services in honor down of 400 bakeries in - the East
In this report Mr. Hagerman says, of the country's dead; that the teach- Side,
with .the strike of the
"There Is no doubt ibut that crops can ers in the public schools arrange to "bakerycoincident
employes, has caused the
be eaved here by smudge pots."
devote a day for suitable exercises price of bread to increase to fifteen
If Mr. Hagerman's opinion regard- and lessons, which shall inculcate in cents a loaf. The strikers, in an effort
ing Smudge Pots Is correct the Pecos the minds of the youth the true pur- to prevent a serious bread famine, are
Valley will Ibe 250 cars of apples short poses of Memorial Day.
talking of starting cooperative baker,
this season, which means a loss of Done at the Executive Office this j shops to relieve the distress. To cre
the 17th day of May A. D. 1909.
ate sympathy the strikers have pro
Witness my hand and the great seal duced a : play in which is depicted
of the Territory of New Mexico.
police clUbibing and other incidents of
By the Governor:
the strike. About one (thousand pol
(SEAL)
GEORGE CURRY.
iceman are en duty In the affected
NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of N. M districts and there are reports of nun
erous minor clashes.
THE FIRST STEP TOWARD
OUR INDEPENDENCE.
--

cunning,

sands of hired spies and a power of Intrigue that played off the great powers
of Europe one against the other he
managed to keep himself on the throne
until he became the disgrace of the
world. "With over forty wives and
hundreds of eoncublnes,. with multi-pile- d
thousands of assassinations and
massacres to his credit, or, rather, to
his' shame, the unspeakable sultan
stood in . the path of progress and rationalism until finally run over and
cast aside; Only his name remains as
one of infamy to future ages. fie
gives way to a more humane, a more
progressive and. It Is hoped, a better
man. In the very nature of things he
must be better, for it Is Impossible to
think of two rulers as depraved as

a

"

-
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BARGAIN
"

FRENCH y&"U ALONE
Those- - Fire Insurance Men.

.The Heir Apparent.
The- Saltan Abdul Asia,- - the predecessor and- ancle of Abdul Hamid II.,
had- a stormy reign, which ended In his
practical .dethronement and - murder.
He was regarded as extravagant and

1

-

-
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Seventy-fiv- e
nanny
FOR SALE:
goats. 'Inquire at (Record Office 68tf

o

Men's Reading Rooms.
Don't forget that reading rooms in
the Grill (building are open every afternoon and evening. Come and spend
a pleasant and profttaibe evening in
reading, games, or music.

What Makes
LEWIS' ADDITION SELL?
Above All Things SOIL

First-A- nd

Second An Abundance
ThirdThe High State

of Water
of Cultivation of

the soil

Fourth

-
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French revolution has been observable In the revolution at Constantinople.
The world, after all. is a small place,
and liberty as well as liberalism Is
catching.
The Young Turks.
With a ruler of this character, whose
sympathies- have been for years with
the Yonns Turks and who cheerfully
accepts the restrictions placed about
him by the new constitution. It is read
ily apparent that a better day has
dawned lu Turkey - and that henceforth the real power of government
will be in the hands of the Young
Turks themselves. The advance made
in the revolution of last July is thus
made permanent. . The party of prog
ress has broken the old sultan that
dared to oppose it and has intrenched
Itself so- thoroughly that there will be
no further efforts at dislodgment. As
in England
under Cromwell and
France under the convention, the sovereignty has passed from the crown to
the forum, from the king to the parliament. Ttw people are emerging
from the shadow of the throne. We
are coming Into the kingdom of nian.
Liberty Is to be the new political gospel in all lands. Democracy, having
captured the Occident, is now storming the stronrhds of the orient. It is
no longer so much a question of the
cross against' the crescent as It is a
question of progress against privilege.
The Young Turks are imbued with the
spirit of the twentieth century, are
trying to keep step with western Europe and America. They stand for the
reign of common sense, common hu
manity, common decency. They are
democrats in turbans. They have
shown to Christian nations that the
conquest denied to the sword of the
crusader has been granted to the
torch of science and the wand of freedom. In this case "peace hath her victories" transcending those of "war."
The results of this revolution are infinitely hopeful, the most hopeful signs
seen in recent days.
Three conspicuous leaders of the
Young Turks are Ahmed Rlza. the
president of the chamber of deputies:
General Schefket Pasha, the commander of the victorious army that has just
captured Constantinople, and Envet
Bey, his assistant In command, to
whom Schefket Pasha chivalrously
gives credit for planning the campaign. All three of these men have
gained many of their ideas through
contact with the outside world, Ahmed
Rlza through banishment from his
country and Schefket Pasha through
Enver Bey
education in Germany.
was in Germany at the time the recent
revolt broke out, but hurried home in
time to organize for the march on Constantinople, which has resulted in the
dethronement of Abdul Hamld.
The Hymn of Liberty.
These men will do much to shape
the course of empire under the reign
of Mohammed V. It is significant that

-

-

hammed's progressive-character-Here
is the statement in full:
"During my seclusion of thirty three
years my enemies have slandered me.
They have said that I was a madman,
bordering on Imbecility, and shut me
up for years. i But Allah has so willed
It that now in his merciful bounty be
has been pleased to call me to fulfill
my destiny and rule over Islam
"1 beg you to be the envoy for tht
deliverance of a message which
would send to Europe and to the entire world and which is the first of its
kind ever to be sent out from within
these walls.
"Say to them that I have ever been
the convinced and ardent supporter ol
the cause of enlightment, liberty and
progress. By the help of Allah, the
most high. I shall follow unswervingly the path of duty, seeking to act
justly and honorably to all men. be
they giaours or true believers
"My voice bas been silent for thirty-threyears, but the voice of true conscience has never been stilled. You
ask me what I think of the situation
in modern Turkey as I find It today
after the political resuscitation of long
years. I will tell you that though shut
up here I have contrived, feebly perhaps, to keep in touch with the march
of progress of the ouMde world.
"The few partisans who have been
loyal to me through the dark days of
adversity are aware that from my
earliest years, while faithful to the
precepts and teachings of the Koran,
I have been an advocate of a constitutional charter and parliamentary Institutions From this opinion I have
never deviated. I hold It today as
strongly as I did when a young man
seeking to imbibe the knowledge of
western civilization and Its methods.
"I am n firm supporter of the policy
of young Turkey, with full enjoyment
of political freedom. I see nothing in
it incompatible with Mohammedan
sacred law."
Personal Description of Mohammed.
A person who Is well acquainted
with Mohammed V. gives the following sketch:
"He is tall and well proportioned,
but Inclined to stoop. Ills features are
regular, but he has a hocked nose like
that of Abdul Hamid. His eyes are
blue, and his hair and beard are light
red. His manners are very gracious
and easy, and he is exceedingly generous and kind
lie Is not at all
fanatical, but he is sincerely religious.
He plays unusually well on the piano,
and he is a great admirer of classical
music.
"Like the deposed sultan, the new
ruler of Turkey Is a good draftsman,
and he sketches well. lie has two
wives and serernl children, three of
His wives nre both
whom are
highly edurnirvl and are the daughters
of distinguished pashas. They dress
at home In the French fashion."
This Is the first constitutional monarch of the Ottoman empire, marking the beginning of a new order In
one grand division of the human race.
The sun of liberty has risen over a
new quarter of the earth.
-

-

-

Impulsive. - Yusuf Iredine Effendi, who
now becomes heir, apparent, is his eldest son- and therefore cousin of Abdul
Hamid,-"thgreat assassin.
It is a piece of poetic justice that the
man who crowds Abdul Hamid off
the throne is one whom that intriguing and suspicious monarch kept practically imprisoned for the past thirty
years." The picture Is made still more
attractive to lovers of Justice by reason that the heir apparent is the son
of the murdered Abdul Aziz, another
at those who suffered through the
crimes and schemings of the unspeakable one. As Yusuf is fifteen years
younger than the new saltan, be Is almost certain to come to the throne
unless, indeed, be dies too suddenly, as
often ' happens to crown princes in
Turkey. It would seem that the air
abont the Turkish, throne Is unhealthy.

at the coronation of the new saltan the
hymn sung was not the usual Hamldlan
hymn, but the hymn of liberty. Even
more --significant is the ' statement ol
thes ruler himself to M. II. Donohue
of the f London Chronicle, who has
been friendly with the Young Turk
leaders 'for years. It is the first time
a ruler of Turkey ever gave a statement to the press, another sign of Mo-

six-iy-fiv- e-

has-live-d

dal Hamld IL, called "variously
"the great assassin," the un
speakable Turf ana abqui
the damned on his Infernal throne,"
has followed his uncle, Abdul Aziz, and
Ua brother, Murad V, the deposition
of both of whom be Is thought secretly
to have abetted. - Thus Is he paid in
bis own "coin, although the settlement
that you. i will of the- - debt has been deferred thirty-thre- e
years. - Modernism has finally
scarcely be able
to reach to wind triumphed, even In Turkey. The tide
Also stones of all of democracy is rising and Is sweep
the barriers of the two counkinds set in orna ing; over eastern"
that sought to
in
tries
ments of all kinds, oppose themselvesEurope
to its advance. The
Tableware, silver movement of the Young Turks is one
and gold and pla of modern enlightenment, tolerance.
ted, in all styles progress and constitutional governand shapes. In- ment.' At last these forces are com
spection Invitid. pletely triumphant, and the straggle
of nearly a half century ends In the
victory of light over darkness, of popular government aver absolutism.
Modernism in Turkey began under
Abdul Hamtd's father, Abdul Medjid.
a weak bat humane ruler. Under the
influence of the British minister this
saltan started several reforms. At his
death there were two short reigns, one
ended by murder disguised as suicide
and the other by a prison under plea
that the ruler was insane. It has since
been believed . thai the reactionary
element, with Abdul Hamld as th
moving spirit, engineered the downfall of both sovereigns. Abdul himself claimed to be a reformer, but soon
Office.
after his accession to the throne in
1876 showed that he was an absolutist
and despot of - the worst type. By
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Daily. Per Month
Daily. Per Month. (In Advance)
Daily. One Year (In Advanoe)

TURKEY'S

What through harems, prisons, poisons, sacks for the Bosporus and
midnight daggers, the head that is
destined-fer-a
crown has infinite trou
ble in. keeping itself in place." That
tilt be is
Mohammed Vt
shews that times bare Improved and court murders have gone out
of fashion. Under the customs' of the
good old days he would have been
food for the Bosporus fishes long ago
It must be said for Abdul Hamid that
amid all his other slaughterings be
did not kill his brothers, although he
did lock them up , and set. spies- to
watch them day and night, which to
any man of spirit would be worse than
death.
Mohammed Rechad is gray of head
and rather weak of chin, but educated, refined and amiable.' He reads
French readily, as do most of the
higher class of the Toung Turks. Indeed, not a little of the spirit of the
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Mrs. S. M. New and sister, Miss'
Oldham went to EHda today
a rvisit with Mis Jennie Sglosh,
to (be gone several days.
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Experts -- Seeking Antidote
Bite of Rattlesnake.
.
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p. Short, a well known and popular cadet from the Jnstitute, left this WOULD
morning for his homo in Memphis,
M.
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Experimenter at Rockefeller Medical
Reeearch Institute Irv New York Ex.
pect to Find Specific Antitoxin Rep
tile In Bronx Zoo Supplying Venom
- For Tests.
o
A series of .experiments which hare
Mrs. J. A. Cottiingham ileft this morn
ing tor Hereford, where she will meet for their- - object the discovery of an
and have a rvisit with-tie- r
brother and antitoxin remedy, for-- : rattlesnake bite
sister-lnJarwho are there from Mar are now being conducted at the Rock
gan, Texas.
efeller Institute of Medical Research
to New tYork-city- .
Already the- tests
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Irish, of Middle- - are well on their way to completion.
town,' 111., who have been in the .val
While a serum
Is now
ley several days- seeing the- - country, manufactured in for snake bite
the Pasteur Institute
left this morning for their home.
at Lille, France, it is believed by the
o
Dr. G. A. Lipp went to Bovina. this Rockefeller Institute experimenters
can
materially
Improved
be
morning to inspect some cattle that that this
on
specific
use
cases
for
the
in
of ratshippingc-over
J. W. Williams is
in tlesnake .bite. They began
the experi
Texas.
ments on the principle that a specific
Dr. P. N- - Baker of Artesia passed serum or antitoxin would prove more
through this ' morning on his; way to effective than a general one, for the
made at the Pasteur insti
New York to take a three months' antitoxin
is not specific, but is designed for
course in the New York Post Graduate tute
use in the case of any poisonous snake
t
College.
bite cobra, viper, asp or any other of
o
the deadly reptiles.
'
May- 20th, 1909.
Those who have been carrying on
To whom it imay concern: I hereby the experiments to obtain an infallible
withdraw from the market all my real antidote - for rattlesna ke bite argue
estate in the city of Roswell.- - W. J that nature provides a specific remedy
- 68tl
for, , specific diseases and
Maney.
: this
o
should always be used if possible. It
Miss Faytbuel Walker; of Stillwater, is argued that in the case of smallpox
plies.
Oklahoma, who has (been here two the patient after recovery is Immune JOYCE-PRU1RACKET STORE.
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almost any venomous bite.
100 N. Main. Tele
and second-hand- .
and have money to bay the goold
In obtaining snake bite serum the
69.
phone
Number
advertised in the paper.
Pasteu institute, scientists use some
times a goat, but more frequently a
horse or mule. The animals are in
oculated with a small quantity of
Miss Mattie Haworth was able to be
venom ; taken from a cobra, viper or at her post of duty at the millinery
FOR SALE.
snake and allowed to rest for department of the Juyce-Prustore
FOR. SALE; A hack cheap,. Inquire other
Then ' another and today after being out ten days on ac
several days.
Livery.
67t3
at Palace
Your tongue is coatee!.
slightly larger dose of venom is in count of sickness.
FOR SALE: One Admiral hay press jected. , Again a rest, then a still lar
o
Your
breath is foul.
Oasis ranch Co.
i'eod32tf. ger dose until .the animal is able to
12 Per Cent. Guaranteed first year
Headaches come and go.
FOR SALE: Jersey and Durham milk withstand an ; injection of venom on .your investment. Corner lot 12a
cows with calves. John I. Matkin, which i would kill several men.
It by 198. Good 7 room dwelling, good
These sj'mptoms show that
large 2 story barn, nice
1 mile Bast of LFD. farm. S 6ot5. would also kill the animal were such
trees,
bearing
stage
lawn,
shade
trees.
fruit
injected
quantity
a
your
at
first
the
stomach is the trouble. To
.bargain,
acres
160
a
at
SALE:
FOR.
vines, etc. rent on present huild
in artesian (belt near Dexter; Has 3 of the Inoculation. But gradually the grape
remove
the cause is the first thing,
will pay 12 per cent on price of
room house. Address Edgar Har- - animal under treatment becomes im ing
property.
on
Plenty
room
of
lot
for
and
Iain's Stomach and
Chamoet
stage
Im
a
of
When
certain
' 64tfd&w mune.
ral Kenna, N. M.,
moire good dwellings. Electric Livtr Tablets will do that. Easy
munity to snake bite is reached the two
FOR. SALE:
of oak dining room serum is taken from the animal. This light, good water and windmill, also
city water and sewer. Apply to "C" lo take and most effective.
furniture, consisting of sideboard, is sealed In
air tight tubes.
care Record.
talble, china closet .and chairs, also
The rattlesnake venom which is be
land about $07 in the tr
a sectional book case. 608
Th- in the Rockefeller Institute
Funeral of Mrs. Robert Miller,
avenue.
66tf. experiments was extracted from the
The funeral of the late Mrs. Roibert reports al.so reviewed the worn of tt.- .. EGGS,
big rattlers in the Bronx park zoo. Miller of Hagerman, will ,be held Sun- club during the ja.st y a.r.
$2.00 for 15.
;
'
wl h a
The meeting was
Several of. the diamond backed rat- day 'afternoon at three o'clock from
Strain Rose Comb
- Rhode Island Beds
tlers from the southwest have been the Baptist church at that place. The from A. A. White, soiieitmg the a .1
tapped for venom during the last few services had been announced to oc and
r B. H. BASSETT.
of the club itt th
: .American Natl. Bank.
matter of the eoirse of musical
67t6 weeks."- - The reptile house is a prolific cur earlier in the week.
source of reptile venom these days, for
securi for n t ir.Mr. 1
o
there, are several dozen rattlers and
FOR KENT.
The reading of reports was
Coleman,
Ledlbetter,
Miss
of
Olivia
cap,
reFORT RENT: 5' room house. Apply other deadly poisonous snakes in
Texas, who has ibeen here thirteen by 'the annual election of of.c.-r:'67 tf. tivity there. The rattlers which have months visiting her sister Mrs. John sulting as follows:
Parsons,-- Son & Co.
given up- their venom in the interests
President, Mrs. W. H. P
TO1TKBNT: 3 room house
of science were drained by Raymond W. Rhea, left this morning for Sher
W. A.
Mrs.
First
Richardson ave. R, H. MeCune 61 tf L. Ditmars, curator of the reptile man, where she will make a short viJohnson.
way
on
home. Miss Ledlbetter
sit
her
roomi furnished house.
Mis Marie
Second
houses apply 507 NiLea, or phone Mr. Ditmars Is taking a keen inter has spent much of her time in Ros- M. Holt.
57tf. est in the Rockefeller institute experi well in the past several years and has
..No. 485.
Recording Secretary. Mrs. J. B.
FOR RENT: The loveliest ihome in ments.' - He has kept on hand a stock the acquaintance and friendship of a K easier.
the city, furnished, to right iparties. of the Pasteur Institute snake bite an Roswell girl. A large party of friends
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. H.
67t6. titoxin for several years, although he was down to the station to see her off
Phone 65 or .Ask Parsons.
many
great
regret
depart
to
He
use
a
never.
her
has
and
occasion
had
it. exFOR REJNT1 Trwo light house-keeTreasurer, Mrs. Albert Pru.'t.
;68t3. said the other day that should the co- ure.
ing, rooms, 405 NPenn.
Auditor, Mrs. J. M. Peacock.
periments of Dr. Noguchl and his
Two furnished rooms workers produce the expected result it
FOR. RENT
Proerani Committee. Mr. C. E. Mv
I
fn,a!rm:lnfor light house keeping; nice i cool will be a most valuable acquisition to WOMAN'S CLUB HOLDS
tr trl- - ferk
,
ITS ANNUAL MEETING.
place, close In. Apply 411 N. Wash- - medical science.
rf TaTlrihni.
67t2
sington.
"It Is a sound principle on which
they are working," said Mr. Ditmars.
,
,
.
.1 historv next year.
WANTED
"It Is a law of nature to provide im- - ing, with election of officers, was held
WANTED? T lease for- 6 months or munatkm for a repetition of certain
,the Carnegie Library ibuilding. ReNotice to ElWa.
year a 4 or 5 room house, modern specific diseases. In trying to obtain at
y
ports
A Tiancing party will !t
officers,
all
cotnmittees
from
the
riven
rattlea
bite
an
the
antidote
for.
of
O.
67t3.
194.
Box
and close in. P.
evening at the E'k Clib. to "hk-- h
were read, showing
departments
and
are
snake
Rockefeller
scientists
the
cook.
WANTED : An experienced
the cluib to .be in splendid condition ill Elks and their lady friend are
applying a principle of nature.
good wages Apply !Mrs. E. L. Be- only
invited.
with all dues collected all 'bills paid
been
"The
rate
has
in
India
death
dell, 702 N. Richardson,
67tf. materially: lowered by the use of the.
WANTED: A three or four room antitoxin made by. the Pasteur Instihouse as near the (Record Office as tute, for In India the cobras are deadly
.possible and cheap. Inquire this of and numerous. The natives go around
with bare legs and fall easy victims
flee.
to the bite. But in recent yean the an
pupils
literary
WANTED: Class of
titoxin is to be had an over India, and
in iprimary rand grammar., grades. Its use has saved thousands of .lives..'
,$30 mo. in advance Experienced 'TJow that most parts of the south
teacher. Miss L. E. FairchUd.: 1203 are going dry and whisky Is getting
65t4
N. Ky.
harder to obtain it Is likely that the
ROSWELL.NEW MEXICO.
rattlesnake antitoxin which the Rocke
.X0S1.
feller Institute will doubtless soon give
great., safeguain
If you
Datoh bonnet, $y fi to the world will prove
loss of human life by
let embroider'. Return to Record rd-'against
of
Local
tot Tim,
ntX. rattieaaake biter-N- .w
office.
Sam Young, a cadet papu lar among
the (people of Ros well, 'left this morn
ing for Denver. - He returns next fall
a First Classman..
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she was undergoing
an operation at St. Mary's hospital.
nicely and
Mrs. Beall
will Ibe able to go home in a few vdays.
A. S. BealL while

LOCAL

NEWS

--

o

Boellner, the Jeweler, Has It cheaper

Emmett Patton came ttp from
this morning.

o

P. A. Galer returned last night from

a trip north and went out again this
morning, to be gone several days at
Portales, Clovis and other points.

Ha-genm-

o

T

.

o

If you are broke. Cruse can fix you.
o
M . G. P. Cleveland was dtere from
M. M. Brunk came up from Dexter
Artesia yesterday for a short i visit
this morning.
to do &me shopping.
with friends-an- d
o
See Cruse for rubber tires. Fire$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms,
stone and Goodyear brands.
39tf long
time loans. Interest payable an
. Mayfberry Bond returned this morn- nually with privilege to pay off loan
(before due. J B. Herbst, Financial
ing (from Artesia.
Agent, 303 N. Main, opp. P. O.
-

--

o

Clark Dilley returned this morning
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Colvin, of Fort
from a business trip 'to Artesia.
"Worth, arrived "last night for a .visit
with Mrs. Colvin's father, "W. G. Pols
A. A. Ririe went to Lake Arthur grove.
last night on a business trip.
W. E. (Man sell yesterday sold "Mis
Miss Millie Davidson has return-isourl Lady," ithe two year old colt of
from an extended visit with friends at "George iStair," for $200.
Tucvmeari.

Mrs. H. J. Thode was here from Dex

Your complexion as well
ter shopping yesterday and returned
home last night.
as your temper is rendered
W. H. Merchant was up from Carls- miserable by a disordered
bad yesterday visiting relatives and
liver. By taking Chamber
looking after business.
o
lain's Stomach : and Liver
D. D. Sullivan of Artesfa, was here
last night on his way home from a 3 l ablets you - can improve
weeks' trip through Nefbraska.
both. They cleanse and in
today
to
C.
Mrs.
E. Hall returned
vigorate the stomach - and
her home in Elida. after spending a
few weeks here with her sister, Mrs. improve the digestion.
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ON A GO OB SFTE
Is where you should locate. If you are thinking of buying
any town real estate you will find that we have as desirable a list of property for sale as you will be able to find.
..Let us show you the ones we have that come within the
limits that you have set

FOR YOUR PURCHASE

And we promise faithfully to please you in every respect.
Advantages we give you are large and 'our - charges are
small.

If you want a house, lot or farm, tell us so and we will

do the rest.
We have lots and homes on North Maincheap.
before they are sold.
Good. Farms Cheap as Dirt.
I!:li:!)!3 Abstracts.

Phone 91

See us

d
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on-Nor- th

Viee-Presid-n-

-

t,

Vice-Presiden- t,

p
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t

-

Fr-Ic-

cor-liall- y

-

Land Scrip.

"

a

JjOST:!---Aie3iiM-,s

.

the

are Interested the above Institution watch
Columns this Paper Every Saturday.

lit

GRIPPED

A

TAFT IN A

ICEFIELD

Have you tried a Gas Range or Stove
to settle that "Servant Girl Question"?
You'll find it will work wonders with
the Queen of the Kitchen, especially in
Summer. Makes her temper better and
Your meals will improve too- -'
Glad to tell you what we know about
the Benefits of "Cooking With Gas."

BAD PANIC

St. Johns, N. F., May 20. The grip
Charlotte, N. C, May to. A cloud
the Ice on the steamers Mongolian (burst (broke over tbis city this after
and Prospero widen are surrounded noon and caused a panic in the dense
off the entrance to St. Johns harbor, crowd gathered in front of the stand
remained hard and fast at dawn to- on which President Toft was review
day, and while neither steamer is in ing a parade. No one .was seriously in
immediate danger of being crushed, jured.
and the 500 passengers on the Mongol-Ia-n
Charlotte, N. C, May 20. The pres
could gain land by crossing the
ice within a few minutes, any strong ence of President Tatft at Charlotte
gale from the east would be a menace. today lent notable interest to the an
The limits of ifch great ice field nual celebration of the signing of the
could not (be seen from the summits Mecklenburg declaration of independ
of the highest hills on the coast but ence, which, it is claimed, was the
extended to the horizon. The night on first step towards the liberty of the
(board the Mongolian was an anxious American colonists. The Mecklenburg
one but the passengers displayed ad- declaration has long ibeen the subject
mirable .patience in the efforts of tihe of "Stubborn controversy. It is declar
little steamer Prospero to Ibreak thru ed Iby its supporters to have antedated
Coal
Man."
"Sweet the
the ice at the harbor's entrance so the the famous declaration of July 4, 1776
Mongolian might pass through, was and has also (been denounced as a
watched with interest and there was myth. ..The date of the Mecklenburg
were discovered and liberated. The much d i sappoin tunent when the ice declaration is given as May 20, 1775
range in which the crime was oomm it- - pack was seen to gather steadily a-- and since 1825 the people of North
teed has long been contested and sev round her until she succumbed to its Carolina have been observing tihe day.
This afternoon at 5:30 the President
eral murders have resulted from tihe mighty power.
will deliver an address to the colored
quarrels over it. It is in an isolated
people.
section in Western Colorado and the MRS. J. R. JONES DIES
Interest in the visit of the Presi
AFTER LONG ILLNESS.
guilty parties may (be apprehended,
Mrs. Lucy Jones, wife of Rev, J. R. dent centered upon the attitude which
the authorities having set about trailJones, died at 6:30 this morning at the he (would .take regarding the Mecklen
ing them.
Mrs. W. burg declaration, the original copy of
home of her daughter-in-laT. Jones, of South Michigan avenue. which was destroyed in a fire. The
Denver, Colo., May 20. The 121st
after an illness of three months, of an fact remains that there was a decla
PREHISTORIC "SAUSAGE"
ration of independence uipon the part
albscess in the side.
General Assembly of the PresbyterShe was 68 years old and leaves a of the citizens of North Carolina re
ian church convened in the Central Strange, Discovery Made In Ancient
Presbyterian church of this city at 11
husband and the following children; mains. The important thing, afiter all,
Bed of a River.
Mrs. W. W. Watson, of Colorado City, the President pointed out, is the asbal-o'clock this morning. The chief work
While some workmen were making Texas; Otis and Tom Jones, of CUcrvis, rty of the Anglo-Saxoto rule and the
of the day ia the election of a moderIn a new addition in the Miss Dora Jones and Mrs. Arthur N impressive way they have gone about
ator and after a formal session at excavations
which, the retiring moderator deliver- northern part of Columbus, Ind., the Jones of Dallas, and Joe J. Jones of maintaining .civil liberty.
they found a substance at
Douglas, A. T., all of whom will 'be
to the commissioners, other day
ed bis
of about six feet which resem- here for the funeral
except Mrs.' A. N, FOR SALE: .Fine "black stylish driv
the delegates adjourned until three o'- depth
sausage
mixed
with
lard.
bled
ing horse. City broke. 16 hands in
Dallas,
who
clock when Iballoting will ibegin for
here recent
Jones
of
The ground had never been disturb ly. Mrs. Jones also was
height, 7 years old and sound. C
(moderator. The indications early toseveral
leaves
memory
any
now
one
of
within the
C. 'Burns, are Cummins Garage. '8t3
grand
day were that one iballot will .be suf- ed
children.
living, and It is believed to have been
o
Deceased came to the Peqps Vaillay
ficient. The chances of Rev. George the bed of "White river at some remote
W.
Hantiman,
of Albuquerque,
Wm.
family
Hill
from
iHlll, of Chicago, were greatly enhancdate. The substance found was soft with her husband and
last night for a ivisit as gener
ed iby the withdrawal of Dr. Robert and pliable and could easily have been county, Texas fourteen years ago and arrived
Mackenzie, of New York, and Dr. How- cut into cakes and fried like latter day has lived here almost all of the time al atgent in New Mexico for the Mu
Life Insurance Co., with
since then. She was a native of Pa tual Benefit
ard Agnew Johnson, of Colorado sausage.
'local agent, A. B. Baker.
Springs. It is believed their followers
One of the workmen had a dog with ducah, Ky. For many years she was the
wM support Dr. Hill. Dr. Wm. L.
him, and after the dog had sniffed at a staunch memlber of the Christian
The directors of the Roswell Auto
of Pittsburg and Dr. James the prehistoric substance a few mo- church and died in the faith. Of kind mobile
club will meet at the Commer
Morrison Bartley, of Detroit, are still ments It ate a quantity of the "sau- and loving disposition, she was a good cial Club
rooms at four o'clock this
In the field.
sage." The dog suffered no ill effects wife and mother and a noble woman, afternoon for a, lousiness meeting.
tomorrow
o
Ibe
held
and would have taken more had the The funeral will
man allowed It- - The rest of the "sau- morning Rev. T. R. Chishohn, of Ar
A RESORT GOING UP
E. C. Jackson, of Lake Arthur, was
IN CAPITAN MOUNTAINS sage" saved was to be sent to a chem- testa, will conduct the service at nine here today on (business.
,
analyzed.
W.
T
Mrs.
home
to
be
at
of
o'clock
the
P. O. Paulson, formerly of Hager-xnan- ist
o
Jones, and (burial will follow at South
was here today making arrangewoman at 604 N.
WANTED:
wash
A
Side cemetery.
Canada and the Marathon Craze.
ments for supplies, etc., for a summer
68tf.
Ky. ave.
o
birthplace
Is
"Canada
of
the
resort and hotel he is founding In the
o
and Hamilton Is the city of its
Roswell Gets a Shower.
Capitan mountains, three miles from
Wil Lawrence arrived last night
For the benefit of out of town read
Meek. He proposes to have a nice origin," writes William Hemmingway
a trip of several weeks to Fort
from
many
toe
"Among
to
Weekly.
announce
might
In
that
Harper's
well
the
ers
it
place and will later have an announceWorth, New Orleans, Houston and Ok
ment for the Record readers on the lovers of outdoor sports In Hamilton Roswell had a very slight precipitation lahoma.
City. At Houston on Aprii 29,
about 1890 were a dozen or more young of rain at two o'clock this "afternoon
subject.
he
attended
the wedding of his brothnight
to
ba
men
around
walk
who
used
the
both
shower
last
but
fell
Another
o
er,
L.
Lawrence to Miss MatoJe
Harrl
row
golf
on
Sundays
and
when
dust.
to
were
settle
winter
insufficient
the
COWMEN AND SHEEPMEN
of

Rosvell Gas Company

.

THE BEST FOR
THE LEAST MONEY
It matters not what you buy, you want the
best for the least money.
In choosing what is
is
you
where
best
demonstrate your judgment.
In choosing a place to build a home, show that
your judgment is good by buying

SOUTH ROSWELL
Lots 50 x 140 Feet
With WATfR. StWER and SIDEWALK

THE CHOICEST LOTS 5600.00
EQUAL

EQUAL

THE

Realty Co.,

Totzek-Finneg- an

SESSION

IN

DISTANCE YOU CANNOT

PHONE NO 304.

215

PR CE

Agents

Solo

12 NORTH

MAIN ST.

"THE OFFICE WITH THE WHITE FACE."

AT DENVER

EXE'KKIKM'KI' MKN

always have plenty to do. W
find it so in carria-C- ' repair.
OUR RKI'AIK HEM AUK

w

ALWAYS WS Y

It's bwHiw

we

rvp.-ii- r

r;rriujv

and make thfin ";n1 a
Send us your earriari

ns

painting

all kinis of other impairs.
like our work and prire.

ad-Ire- ss

new.

fr
and for
re-

You'll

J. B. RUSSELL.
struct a t!ii(Mrary triuk a round the
wreck. The accident if last nUu'
caused iby a 'broken rait.

BIG RAINS

.

Mc-Ewa-

UP THE ROAD

rJ

Notice Is hereby given to all
I withdraw ail
jmy property front the marker. -- I.
' Jacoby.
7t

estate dealers that
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Mara-thonlti-

ENGAGE IN PITCHED BATTLE

Grand Junction, Colo., May 20. As
the result as a iba title between sheepmen and cow boys on the contested
range near Atches, Colorado, yesterday, 3,000 head of sheep were killed
and two sheepmen Injured but not seriously. According to reports received
here the cowboys dashed in among
the herders and tied them to trees and
then rode among the sheep killing
them. The slaughter required almost
a day. In order to prevent the news
leaking out. It Is said the oowtboys
first cut the telephone wires and then
made their escape into the hills. Several hours later the sheep herders

f

:

Ing and sailing were impossible. Inevitably the spirit of competition seized
upon them. The course was surveyed,
and the party began to try to nip a little off the time consumed In walking
the distance. R. B. Harris, one of thp
proprietors of the Hamilton Herald,
after training succeeded In beating all
competitors, and a
race around the bay was inaugurated
by the Herald, in which Harris was
beaten by W. R. Marshall. This was
the origin of Marathon racing In Amer-- .
lea, and thus was implanted the germ
of Maratbonltls, now rampant through- oat this country.
Legal blanks, all kinds.

Record.

Saint.

Best printing Record Office.

o

GAME AND FI8H LAWS.

The Kansas City Stock Market.
Kansas City, Mo., iMay 20. 'Cattle
Of the Territory of New Mexico. .In
receipts, 5,000; market steady. Native
Effect March 18, 1909. .Open
Season for Game and Fish.
steers, 5.25 6.90; southern steers,
southern cows, 2.755.00;
Deer with horns with gun only native cows and heifers, 2.506.50;
October 15th to November 15th. Lim stockers
and feeders, 4.005.85; (bulls
it one deer to each person.
Wild Turkey With gun only, No 105.25; calves, 4.006.50; western
vember 1st to December 31st of each steers:, 5.256.50; western cows, '3.50
year. Limit, four in possession at one
5.76.
,
Hog receipts, 15,000 ; ' market 5 to
time.
Grouse With gun only; October L 10c higher. Bulk of sales, 6.90 7.30;
to December 31st of each year. Lin heavy,- - 7.10 7.35; packers and. butch
it thirty In possession at one time. ers, 6.557.30;, light, 6.6O7,05; pigs,
Native or Crested Quail With sun
only; October 1st to December 31st of 5.50 6.50.
Sheep receipts, 7,000; market stea
each year. Limit, thirty In posses
dy. Muttons, 5.006.40; lambs, 5.50
sion at one time.
Doves With gun only; August 1st 8.50; wethers and yearlings, 4.507.-50- ;
to October 31st of each year. Limit,
ewes, 4.005.75; Texas and Arithirty in possession at one time.
zona muttons, 4.75 5.75.
Snipe, Curlew and Plover With
gun only, September 15th to March 1
The Wool Market.
of each year., thirty in possession at
St. Louis, Mo., May 20. Wool firm.
one time.
Ducks, limited to thirty in posses Territory and 'western mediums,
sion at one time. No closed season. 30; iflne mediums, 22 27; fine, 16
Trout (all species) with rod, hook 21.
and line only; May 15th to October
15th of each year. Size limit not less
Get the news .before it becomes hithan six inches in length. Weight storyread The Dairy Record.
limit, 10 pounds In any one calendar
day, 25 pounds in possession at one
time.
Bass (large and small mouth)
With rod, hook, and Une only. Size
.

.
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L. DOUGLAS SHOES

2--

Can be bought as cheap in Roswell, as in

it

any city in the East.
The higher freight rate plays no part in
the purchasing power of your money.
If you will invest in one of these $3.50,
$4.00 or $5.00 Shoes you will save at least
from fifty cents to a dollar.
The price is stamped on the sole.
We mention a few Oxfords, which are so

limit not less than seven Inces in
length. Weight limit, 15 pounds in
any calendar day, 25 pounds in pos
session at one time.
Closed Seasons.
Elk, Mountain Sheep. Beaver and
Ptarmigan (tor White Grouse), kill
ing, capturing or injuring prohibited
at all times.
Antelope,
Quail, Pheas
ant and Wild Pigeons, kilMng, captur
ing or injuring .prohibited until March
.
18,1914
Prairie Chicken, kiHing, capturing
or Injuring prohibited until January

seasonable now.

Bob-Whi-

with large buckle, a nobby-shoeat $4.00.
Tan Blucher, with eyelets and leather straps,
pretty effect, at $4.00.
Tan Calf, with matt top, button, at $3.50.
Tan Vici Lace, genteel and dressy, at $3.50
Gun Metal Sailor Tie, very stylish, at $4.00
Patent Leather Blucher Lace, for. dressy effect,
at $3.50.

Tan Calf,

,

two-butto- n,

X,

915.

Hunting License Fees.
Big game, meaning deer and turkey

Bird license, resident, 11.00.
General license, covering big game
and (birds, resident, $1.5.
Big game license,
$251
Bird license,
$5.00.
Big game license, resident, alien $5.
Bird license, resident, alien $5.
Bird license,
alien $10,
Transportation permit, live game $1
non-residen-

JAFFA, PRAGER & CO.
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Funeral of Mrs. Stubblefield.
The funeral of the late Mrs. Elizabeth O. StuUblefield, .wife of J. W.
Stjufoblefleld, was held at 3:30 this afternoon 'from the TJllery funeral parlors. Burial was made in South Side
cemetery.

The husand and children

arrived 'last night from Oklahoma to
attend the service.
After His Arrival.
John iFletcher, aged about 34 years
who came to Roswell only a few days
ago, died last night at 7:30 at his
stopping place on West hill. He came
here from Pond Greek, Okla., seeking
cure of tuberculosis and the high altitude is thought to have hastened his
death, having waited too long before
starting for a change of climate. Deceased was an Odd Fellow and a
farmer. Relatives have been notified and the body is being held at the
Ullery undertaking rooms.

BUYS A LOT IN"

South Highlands
$5.00

Down and

$5.00 a
No

Month

Interest and No Taxes
For One Year.

.well-to-d- o

o

A stove that Is always ready I
A stove that makes no smoke, eaacH c

Passenger Wreck in Colorado.
Glen wood Springs, Colo.. May 20.
East (bound passenger train No. 6 on
the Rio Grande railroad was derailed
about two o'clock this morning, at
Wheeler on the line of the Colorado
Midland. The first .five coaches went
Into the ditch, the locomotive and two
Pullmans remaining on the track, and
the baggage cars and one day coach
were overturned. Only trwo persons
were reported injured however.
The Rio Grande was using the Midland track west" of the Divide on ac-

A safe stove! An economical stew I A
clean stove t
skill to operA stove that requires
ate It!
A stove which has revolutionise'
"cooking, and has tranacasmo
the drudgery of the kitchen wois
Into a pleasant pastime.
any and
A "Quick Meal Stove will do
all work that can be done mm m wood
or coal stove, only with the dU(ee
ence that the "Quick Meal' sws
quicker, cheaper and la nsnem
able and reliable wajr.

Permit to transport out of the Ter
ritory, each deer $2.00
Permit to ship out of the teirKorjr,
eacn jox 01 nan, 11.00.
Duplicate license, certificate or per
Toizek-Finnegamit, $1.00.
Realty Co
n
All nonresidents over 4he- age of
twelve years will .be required "to pay
SOLE AOENT5.
a fishing license of $1.00. - "
count of a cave-i- n of the Tennessee
(Pueblo And reservation Indian of Phone 304.
215 N. Main St, Pass tunnel. How tootfe Hum urn Mock
this Territory shall be considered res
The Office With the WMte race"
ed and It .win be necessary to oon- ident for the purpose of thia act.)
--

w

A DAY

non-reside-

Lots $150. Up

;

--

-

s

jwtM-tioti-

i'

o

t,

non-reside- nt,

s

nrt-dudin-

Died Soon

resident, 91.00.

SEE THE DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOW
4

20

CENTS

te

-

MORNING.

The closing events at the Iiltr
Institute were of lurt ttiirtin inf jrm.-ercluding
the nnouno-meii- t
Ibeinij there to give th.nu a
l he ai)iHHino-in-iif
and aixini menf s. Uie Krantiu
f "Aull
of furloughs and the iluvin
Lang Syne" by the IkiiuI. V1hit firty
territory.
cadets left this RMirninK. many m.l-in"tiger." A bis; crowd will (to
Special to the Record.
tonight on the train that
r'lit
Elkins, iMay 20. Something over an
to El 1'umi. wii.hout layover,
Inch of rain fell here last night be- ial
Jaffa. ien-rKirl an. I
tween sundown and midnight.
j
Santa Fe cadets went out o;i
autos via Torrance early thi mora
Special to the Record.
Kenna, May 20. A igood sprinkle ing.
served to settle the dust here last evNotice.
ening. The country to tihe north of
The firm of Elliott it Iay of Me.
Kenna had more waterfall, the water
still lying in the road this morning. N. M. has be n dissolved xinc
first 190S. In the disolu'toii F.
L. Elliott
all
assumed
Special to The Record.
Elida, iMay 20. A good shower fell against the aforesaid firm.
Very resn"ot fully,
here last night and was followed iby a
'
V. S. IVY.
light hailstorm at noon today.
n
Subscribed and sworn to
a notary public in and for ("havt- Special to The Record.
Acme, May 20. No rain fell here dur- county, N. M.. this fifteenth day .V
'
ing the storm il&st night, to :be seen May. A. D. la03.
J. n. BAII-Kin the north. Only a few scattering (SEAL)
Notary lu'.i:o.
drops came to Acme.
My commission expires July 21rd. ! i;
o
DEPUTIES TAKE OATH IN THE
PRESENCE OF SULTAN.
Boost for Jack and buy the "prmi"
;!300 copies last
and S'n
s
Constantinople, May 20. The
lo a
this week. He is bound to
of the chamtoer of deputies took prize.
lofJi'f.
the oath this afternoon in the presence
o
of the Sultan. A 'great crowd gathered
Record Classified ads brtn rMjmi
outside tihe chamber and gave an ova- with but little trouble and cunt to ia
tion to Mehemed V. iwhen he appear- advertiser.
ed upon the scene.
al

FOR SALE: .herd of Jersey cattle.
Address Frank Carroon, Roswell. 6

SYNOPSIS OF THE

Special to the .Record.
Texico, May 20. A steady, heavy
rain (began .falling here at .five o'clock
last night and continued until midnight. The total rainfall was three
inches. Reports from Olovis and surrounding towns Indicate that the heavy rain extended over many miles of

SIXTY CADETS LEFT
TOWN THIS

ahet!

-

Roswell

llnrrixro

Go.

